PRICES OF RSA AND ARGENTINE WHEAT DELIVERED IN RANDFONTEIN

PRYSE VAN RSA EN ARGENTYNSE KORING GELEWER IN RANDFONTEIN

Invoer Pariteit/ Import Parity
Uitvoer Pariteit/ Export Parity

Source: Grain SA
PRICES OF SOUTH AFRICAN AND USA WHEAT DELIVERED IN RANDFONTEIN

PRYSE VAN SUID AFRIKAANSE EN VSA KORING GELEWER IN RANDFONTEIN

Source: Grain SA
PRICES OF RSA AND GERMAN WHEAT DELIVERED IN RANDFONTEIN

Pryse van RSA en Duitse koring gelever in Randfontein

Source: Grain SA
PRICES OF WHEAT DELIVERED IN DURBAN HARBOUR

PRYSE VAN KORING VIR LEWERING IN DURBAN HAWE

Source: Grain
PRICES OF BARLEY DELIVERED IN RANDFONTEIN
PRYSE VAN GARS GELEWER IN RANDFONTEIN

Source: Grain
IMPORT PARITY OF USA HRW AND FRANCE FEED BARLEY
INVOERPARITEIT VAN VSA HRW KORING EN FRANSE VOERGARS

Source: Grain
IMPORT PARITY AND EXPORT PARITY OF USA OATS
INVOERPARIETEIT EN UITVOERPARITEIT VAN VSA HAWER

Source: Grain SA